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Get Started. WhatsApp Business

Why WhatsApp
for Your Business
WhatsApp has revolutionized the way we communicate.
Many chat apps have been created since it started,
but none has the same success or user penetration—
more than 1.5 billion people use it around the world,
sending 60 billion messages every day.
In short, WhatsApp has become the most popular way
for consumers to communicate with each other—across
over 100 countries. It’s no surprise that the business
community has been looking forward to engaging with
their customers using WhatsApp.
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WhatsApp Business API:
The Basics
WhatsApp has launched a Business API,
enabling companies of all sizes to communicate
with customers through the WhatsApp network
with powerful enterprise features.
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How Relevant is WhatsApp Business?

But is it right for you? Is it more than just yet another channel

9 out of 10

to add to your growing omnichannel touchpoints? Is it

messaging to communicate with

WhatsApp has come up with a way for businesses to power
their customer communications right on WhatsApp.

Consumers would prefer using

safe concerning GDPR? Does it fit into your omnichannel

businesses¹

communication?
The short answer—to all these questions—is yes. 75% of the
world uses messaging, and this number will keep growing
across demographic groups. Geographically speaking,
WhatsApp is the #1 messaging app in 100+ countries, including
Brazil, Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, India, Germany, Mexico and the
UK—and it keeps growing even after a decade of operations.
To enterprises, this represents an immense opportunity to
create epic brand connections with customers.
Furthermore, it enables enterprises to create personalized,
conversational interactions along their customer journey,
from appointment reminders and shipping alerts to two-way
customer support conversations and surveys.

Consumers that have used WhatsApp
to communicate with a business at least
a few times in past three months²

66 % 51%
in the United States

in the United Kingdom

79 % 74 % 73 %
in Brazil

in India

in Germany

What options are available to get started with WhatsApp
Business? It depends on amount of your customer interactions
and scalability needs.

¹ Dimensions Data
² “Motivations, Mindsets and Emotional Experiences in Messaging (vs. Feed)” by Sentient Decision Science (Facebook-commissioned
survey of 8,156 people in BR, GB, IN and the US), June 2018. Research refers to daily messaging app users surveyed who had
messaged a business in the previous three months using one of the most commonly used apps.
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WhatsApp Solutions for Businesses:
an Overview
WhatsApp Business App

HotelR

Important information: Many com-

Some enterprises use the WhatsApp Business App,

panies have been using their personal

(a mobile app for Android only) to communicate with their

WhatsApp app to communicate with

customers. The app is used manually on mobile phones,

customers. If your enterprise enabled

and it allows business owners to interact with customers

or added the WhatsApp channel

through a WhatsApp Business Account (WABA). The app is

before autumn 2018, it is likely that

suitable for a low amount of customer interactions.

this solution does not conform with
WhatsApp’s terms & conditions, and

WhatsApp Business API

does not comply with GDPR. These
accounts will likely be shut down by

The WhatsApp Business API is a programmable interface

WhatsApp, as business-to-consumer

that provides scalable and flexible connectivity when
using a WhatsApp Business Account (WABA). The API
enables businesses of all sizes to easily scale customer
conversations on WhatsApp. It can be integrated onto
customer engagement and contact center platforms,
allowing multiple agents to instantly interact with customers.

Josh
Customer 01
Available

Josh
Available

Hi Josh, we’re ready for your check-in
at 2 PM today! We upgraded your
booking to superior

Customer 03
Available

Can I change time to 3 PM?

communications should only be
handled by WhatsApp Business
Solutions.

Customer 04
Available

Customer 05
Available

Customer 06
Available

Customer 07
Available

This API is exclusive and every company undergoes an
approval process. You can join by working with an official
solution provider—like tyntec.
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Business Accounts for WhatsApp Business API
Here are the must-know basics
To run customer interactions on the WhatsApp
Business API, you need a WhatsApp Business
Account (also known as WABA). There are two
types of WhatsApp Business Accounts:

Official Business Account
	WhatsApp has verified that an authentic
brand owns this account.
	An Official Business Account has a green
checkmark badge in its profile and another
next to the header in the chat thread.
	The name of the business is visible even if
a user hasn’t added the business to their
address book, and is visible in the chat list,
chat screens, chat groups, and contacts view
instead of the phone number.

Business Account
	Every account that uses the WhatsApp
Business API is by default a Business
Account.
	The verified brand name is only shown, in
small text, in the contacts view; all other
views show the phone number. You can help
customers learn more about your company
by filling out your business info, including
your business website, address and business
hours.

	Very few businesses get an Official Business
Account. Being verified on Facebook or
Instagram does not help your business
become an Official Business Account on
WhatsApp.
Source: Facebook Developers
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Depending on your WhatsApp Account type,
end users will see different things. However, if
an end user has already saved your business
number in their address book, the name from
the address book will always be displayed.
The phone number will still be visible in the
contacts view. Please be prepared for users
who may try to call this number and have a
plan for how to handle these incoming calls.
When saved
as contact

While it’s not mandatory to have a verified
WABA, this status provides an enhanced user
experience and improves consumer trust. A

Verification badge
for a WhatsApp
Business account

Mein CPaaS Provider
tyntec

verified Business Account is marked by a green
checkmark, and the brand name is always
shown, even if a consumer does not save a
brand’s phone number in their phonebook. A
business can also provide useful information,
including the purpose of their account,
business hours, website, etc.

tyntec’s verified profile on WhatsApp contains all the necessary elements to create trust with users:
the green badge shows that this is our official company account, where customers can ask questions
of any kind. It provides additional contact information, such as our hotline, website, phone number
and other company details. Having a verified profile means that customers can trust this channel and
communicate freely with us.
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Note: a WhatsApp verified account is always

In order to set up a WABA, you first need

linked to a phone number. If you’re currently

Facebook Business Manager. If you do not have it,

using WhatsApp for customer service, you

please sign up at https://business.facebook.com/.

will need to provide a new, valid number (you
cannot reuse a phone number that has already

After signing up, you can create your WABA with

been used for WhatsApp registration). The

tyntec and associate a phone number to it.

phone number must be owned by the company,
and can be a landline, mobile phone number
or toll-free (1-800) number. In addition, if you’re
already using the WhatsApp Business app,
you can migrate the same phone number to
a WhatsApp Business API account. However,
you cannot transfer a phone number used for
a private WhatsApp account to a WhatsApp

rpr
Ente

ise

Business Account (WABA).
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Rich Messaging
WhatsApp is more than just texting. Users can express
their emotions with almost everything: text, pictures, videos,

Departure
30MAR 10:50AM

gifs and audio messages.
FLIGHT 0781

Businesses also have access to rich features such as:
Audio
Documents, e.g. PDF files

AMS
Terminal

B

SFO
Gate

12

Seat

17E

Images, e.g. pictures, barcodes

Your order is on the
way. Expect delivery
tomorrow, between
2-4pm.

Preview URLs
Videos
Locations
Group Messaging

Tip: Not all official providers are the
same, especially when it comes to
features. Since WhatsApp Business is a

Your dentist
appointment is
conﬁrmed for
tomorrow, at 9 am.

YES

programmable API, various providers
have chosen to offer a few rich features
for it. Group messaging, for example, is

Unusual attempt
detected to access
your account from
Singapore. Is that you?

NO

Can I reschedule?

currently available only via tyntec.
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Encryption, Privacy and GDPR Compliance
WhatsApp already provides full encryption
for personal communications—and extends
this feature for businesses, too. This end-to-end

WhatsApp
	End-2-end data encryption

encryption means that companies can share

	GDPR-critical functions like the access to the

and receive sensitive information in business-

address book are not part of the WhatsApp

to-customer communications, such as payment

Business API as it does not require any sort

requests, addresses, etc.

of access to your systems
	Media and messages are only stored

Important note: Unlike the consumer
WhatsApp app, the Business API does
NOT include access to user phone
contacts, in compliance with GDPR.

for delivery and deleted after 7 / 30 days
respectively

tyntec
	tyntec is serving banks and governments
and can provide references for successful
security and compliance audits
	Your service will be hosted in tyntec’s
own datacenter in Dortmund, Germany—
meaning within the European Union
	tyntec has operated telecommunication
services for over 15 years and has to
follow strict security and data protection
regulations—even before the GDPR ruling
	HTTPS connection and multiple layer security
options, like VPN or TLS, ensure the message
data reaches our platform without being
exposed
	No message is ever “archived”, storage is
only used for transmission purposes
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SIG
NU
OPT
-INP

Opt-Ins

CON

FIR

One reason why WhatsApp has been so

Brands should provide context when collecting

successful is its stance against spam behavior.

phone numbers, with information on how the

Opt-ins play, therefore, a crucial role in

phone number and the data will be used.

M

WhatsApp B2C interactions. Opt-ins must be
active: they must be triggered by user actions,
such as entering a phone number or checking a
box to indicate consent.
End users must first consent to receiving
messages from brands on WhatsApp by opting
in via a third-party channel. This can be any

You can collect opt-ins in the following ways:
Use your website and landing pages to
collect opt-ins. You may add opt-ins on
specific pages, e.g. contact forms and pop-up
windows.
Social media and newsletters are also a great

channel a business uses to communicate with

way of collecting opt-ins.

its customers – a website, app, email, SMS, retail

If you use mobile channels like SMS, you may

location, etc.

add opt-ins there, too.

To simplify this for brands, the WhatsApp
widget can be easily integrated onto brands’
communication channels, allowing users to

Cont

Your name
First

Your na
Last

Email

*

Password

First
Email*

*

Your staff at reception / information desks
may also be trained to collect opt-ins when
interacting with customers.

select their country and insert their phone

Phone number (for delivery alerts via WhatsApp)

Please c

+49

Pho

Ema
Yes, I would like to receive a newsletter.

Messag

Yes, I would like to receive updates via

number. The technical implementation requires
only a few lines of code.

Create your Account

Get inspired: learn more about how
to add opt-ins for WhatsApp here.

REGISTER NOW

SUB
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Type of Messages
and Use Cases
When Facebook opened WhatsApp for enterprise
communications at scale through its programmable
Business API, it came up with a balanced way to
protect the user experience on the one hand and
allow enterprises to design efficient user journeys on
the other. Balancing this is extremely important to
keep WhatsApp lean and relevant for users.
The WhatsApp Business API differentiates B2C
communications into two categories.
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Company-Initiated Conversation
With WhatsApp, companies can initiate customer interactions with
notifications like appointment reminders, shipping confirmations or
delivery tracking information. In many cases, a notification will be a
follow-up to a previous action, e.g. when a user receives a receipt for
a purchase.
Company-initiated conversations are regulated via Message Templates.
These are messages that are pre-approved by WhatsApp to make sure
customer conversations do not start from a promotional point. This
process is important to keep conversations spam-free and prevent abuse

{{Business_Name}}
Hi {{1}}! Thanks for starting
your personal training plan.
We’ll send you a {{2}} update
with your new schedule.
You can log in online using
your training ID
{{3}}. Stay fit!
07:44 am

in WhatsApp. Attempts to send non-approved Message Templates will be
refused by WhatsApp, resulting in delivery failure.
Common use cases in company-initiated conversations:
Invoices: Sending purchase invoices and billing details as
attachments through WhatsApp
Delivery Updates: Providing shipment details and
automated updates
Reminders: Notifying users about upcoming events and
appointments.

Important note: Advertising, marketing and promotional
messages are not permitted by WhatsApp, as per its
Business Policy. This includes offering coupon codes or
free gifts, up selling, cold call messages and sending
surveys or polls, as well as the inclusion of certain words
or phrases that could be deemed promotional. If you need
more information, tyntec is happy to advise you on how to
proceed. You can find more information on Message
Templates in our Tech Docs.
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User-Initiated Conversation
Each time an end user sends a message to a

You can support your customers utilizing your

WhatsApp Business Account, the business has

existing CRM or contact center tools to manage

a 24-hour “support window” to reply. Enterprises

conversations with live agents. Alternatively, you can

are totally free to personalize and design

make use of a separate user interface (see more

this communication; therefore, no WhatsApp

information in Integration), where your agents can

approval is needed in this case. WhatsApp’s

see incoming messages and respond appropriately.

full encryption is a great feature, as it enables

{{Business_Name}}
Hi {{1}}! Thanks for starting
your personal training plan.
We’ll send you a {{2}} update
with your new schedule.
You can log in online using
your training ID

brands to receive sensitive information,

Businesses should consider using WhatsApp for

e.g. bank details, addresses, etc. In addition,

customer service only if they have already deployed

communications within the support window

messaging-based customer support. Keep in

are not charged by WhatsApp.

mind that offering WhatsApp as a support option

{{3}}. Stay fit!
07:44 am

{{1}}

increases expectations for faster replies. Therefore,
Common use cases in user-initiated

Hi, I lost my training ID!

plan your customer support accordingly.

How can I order a new one?

conversations:
	
Customer service: allows customers to

08:43 am

initiate conversations and ask for support

Tip: If you need more than 24 hours

regarding purchase details, questions,

to handle a customer query, you may

itineraries, delivery updates, bookings &

create message templates to deliver

purchases and more.

results to that user or prompt the user

I’m ordering a new one for

to reply in order to activate the

you right now. You should

customer service window. For example:

get it in about 2 days.

	
Concierge services: offers personalized
services with a virtual concierge that
supports your customers’ needs, especially
in the travel industry.

“We have updates regarding your
ticket. Please respond if you’d like to

{{Business_Name}}
Hi {{1}}, no problem.

08:44 am

continue support.”
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Integration
How do you integrate the WhatsApp Business API?
Get an overview of the technical installation and
integration you need to benefit from the WhatsApp
Business API’s powerful features.
tyntec’s customers can access the WhatsApp
Business API via tyntec’s Chat API—a powerful and
simple way to access multiple messaging services
when needed, including WhatsApp, Facebook
Messenger, Viber and SMS.
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Integrating tyntec’s API for
WhatsApp Business
With tyntec’s Chat API, businesses can send conversational
notifications and support messages—and receive replies—
without switching to a new software solution or UI.
It takes away the complexity, handles huge volumes and
secures delivery by adding throttling and SMS-fallback.
As an official WhatsApp Business solution provider,
we eliminate the operational overhead of running
your own WhatsApp network integration, which would
require hosting, scaling, maintaining, monitoring and
troubleshooting WhatsApp software, clients and third-

With tyntec you’ll have access to:
Tip: You can get started

	tyntec’s REST API for WhatsApp Business
	Value-added features for security and more
	Hosting and scaling

with a pilot project or proofof-concept by requesting
access to a tyntec-branded

	Maintenance and updates

account or by creating a

	Business-to-consumer communications

WhatsApp Business Account
(WABA) to conduct internal

know-how

tests.

	Access to other chat channels (Viber,
Facebook Messenger) and SMS as fallback.

party databases into your own cloud infrastructure.

WhatsApp User
Application

WhatsApp
Server

WhatsApp API
Client

tyntec

Your software
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Chat Messaging Dashboard
An alternative to integrating an API is using a tyntec’s web-based

customers using a simple yet powerful platform. This option

User Interface (UI) instead. The Chat Messaging Dashboard

doesn’t require development resources and is an easy entry

enables businesses to orchestrate chat conversations with

point to start conversing with customers on WhatsApp.

Sanjay Gupta
Assigned to you

Max Miller

27 min

Awesome! We would ...

Sanjay Gupta
+12331233123

Anna Smith

1 hour

Hi there! How can I help?

Sanjay Gupta

No notes

2 hour

Hi Said, great to have you...

Mariah Johnson

3 days

I would like to ask for a ...

Peter Jong

3 days

No, that’s not what I ...

tyntec
+4989202451100
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Your Checklist
Getting access to the WhatsApp Business API

Step #4: API Key

Step #7: WABA is ready!

doesn’t have to be complicated. tyntec guides

In the meantime sign up with tyntec and get your

tyntec informs you when the WABA is ready

you through this process and makes it even

API Key. Remember the API Key Name; you will

and how you can send the first message.

easier for you with this comprehensive checklist.

need it in Step 5.

Step #1: Request access

Sign up with tyntec

As an exclusive program, every company goes

Retrieve API key

through an approval process with WhatsApp.

Save the API key name for next step

You request access with tyntec by filling out our
Request Access form.
Get your Facebook Business Manager ID
Request Access

Step #5: Fill out Setup WABA Form

tyntec will inform you when your templates
are ready to use.

our Set Up WABA Form.

Send your first message

Add your business information to tyntec’s

Business Manager

Submit Message Templates in the Setup

Once approved, please accept the approval

Form (optional)

Accept “message on behalf approval”

Step #8: Message Templates Ready!

Submit Message Templates

Set Up Form

Business Manager.

Send your first message

Once approved, you can add key information in

Step #2: Approve tyntec on Your Facebook

for “message on behalf of” on your Facebook

Your WABA is configured by tyntec

Step #9 (optional): Apply for Official
Business Account
When the setup of your Business Account is
ready and you think you are a notable brand

Step #6: Phone Number Verification / 2FA

in your market, you can apply for an Official

tyntec will trigger a 2FA process to verify your

Business Account (green mark) with tyntec.

chosen phone number, associating your WABA

Apply for an Official Business Account

Step #3: Complete the Verification Process

and the API key name. You will receive either a

(green badge)

for Your Business

SMS or a robo call to your phone number with

Business verification allows Facebook/WhatsApp

a 6-digit PIN code.

to identify real businesses on the platform and

Get the 6-digit PIN code

give them access to the features they need.

Share your PIN code with tyntec via

Verify your Business.

whatsapp@tyntec.com
Your phone number is verified
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What’s More
Get an overview of core information to speed up your
WhatsApp Business Account (WABA):
	The Tech Docs give you an overview of WhatsApp
Business, how to set it up, Message Templates,
features and more.
	The API reference gives your developers the
information they need to deploy the API in your system.
	The GDPR and Security Guide gives you more
information on GDPR compliance and our security
measures to keep your business safe.
	Get our prices and let us know which pricing plan
best fits your needs.
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Companies that aim to improve their customer experience by
leveraging WhatsApp now have a very powerful tool to take their
customer experience to the next level—right on WhatsApp.
We at tyntec look forward to bringing WhatsApp Business to you.
Get in touch to find out more—or get started with us.

tyntec.com

© 2019 tyntec. All rights reserved.

